Annotations

Blood pressure

The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, Bethesda, has commissioned two reports of the Task Force on Blood Pressure Control in Children in the last decade. The first report appeared in 1977 and enjoyed wide distribution becoming a major reference for blood pressure standards in children. The second report was published last year with, in its own words, the following objectives: (a) to identify the proper techniques for measuring blood pressure in infants, children, and adolescents; (b) to characterise the existing data base on blood pressure distributions throughout childhood and to prepare distribution curves of blood pressure by age accompanied by height and weight information; (c) to recommend blood pressure ranges for children denoting normal, high normal, or hypertensive; (d) to present guidelines for detecting children with hypertension and, at the same time, guard against inappropriate labelling of children as hypertensive who are not hypertensive; (e) to identify the appropriate diagnostic steps to be taken in the evaluation of children with hypertension; and (f) to delineate non-pharmacologic and pharmacologic treatment strategies in the management of children with hypertension. Has it succeeded? Are its standards and recommendations applicable to European and, in particular, British children? The answers to these questions are not straightforward but might be summed up as ‘not quite’ and ‘possibly’.

The data used for the 1987 report were taken from nine different studies performed in the United States and Great Britain involving more than 70,000 white, black, and what are described as Mexican-American children. The British source was the Brompton study involving 7804 subjects from birth to 3 years of age when material was extracted from it for the task force report. Most of the data are, hence, from North American studies, which may or may not be relevant to other parts of the world. Furthermore, the report appears to be written with the United States paediatrician in mind who, unlike his counterparts in many other countries, will be regularly reviewing ‘well’ children as opposed to only seeing referred ‘sick’ children as, for example, in the United Kingdom. This places a different emphasis on recommendations especially in the context of ‘screening’.

Measurement technique

The most practical technique for measurement of blood pressure is the mercury sphygmomanometer, although for young children accurate recordings may only be possible using the Doppler ultrasound. An appropriate compression cuff is essential, and a useful rule of thumb is to use the largest cuff width that covers the upper arm yet still allows the bell of the stethoscope to be placed over the brachial artery in the antecubital fossa. There is not much argument with the task force in this respect, although it does dwell on the diastolic measurement, which is usually less accurately recordable and less important than the systolic value.

Blood pressure

Amazingly the task force, although extolling the virtues of several blood pressure recordings in an individual child before drawing conclusions about the height of the blood pressure, have used the first blood pressure reading in the 70,000 subjects to prepare its standards because in one of the nine studies used only one blood pressure measurement per subject was available! After this incredible admission it goes on to generate percentiles of the age and sex specific blood pressure distributions by complex multiple regression and spline fitting methods shown by a series of rather small figures with charts for boys and girls from birth to 12 months, 1–13 years, and 13–18 years. These charts only give the 50th–95th percentiles with no thought given to the importance of identifying ‘hypotension’ and irritatingly a change from the Korotkoff phase IV (muffling) to phase V (disappearance) for diastolic blood pressure at the age of 13 years. Having identified normality as systolic or diastolic blood pressure of less than the 90th percentile and high normal blood pressure between 90th and 95th percentile, hypertension is defined as systolic or diastolic blood pressure, or both, equal to or greater than the 95th percentile for age and sex on at least three occasions. In an attempt to incorporate the important contribution of body size into the analyses the task force have added the 90th percentile details of height and weight for normal children at the bottom of the charts to help with the interpretation.
of blood pressure values of an individual child. It would have been so much more helpful if it had considered generating percentile charts relating blood pressure to height (or some other index of body size) rather than age; this has been incorporated in the charts produced by Andre et al\textsuperscript{15} in France and eliminates the errors of age related percentiles and the resulting cumbersome technique to factorise for size of the task force.

Guidelines for detecting children with hypertension

The task force does not recommend mass community blood pressure screening programmes for children and adolescents. It does, however, focus on surveillance of blood pressure of children under continuous care by a primary physician in the United States and recommends, in accordance with the guidelines of the American Academy of Pediatrics, annual determinations of blood pressure in children from 3–20 years of age by their primary physicians. What is this if it is not screening? Clearly these recommendations are of no relevance to countries in the world where primary physicians are predominantly concerned with treating the sick rather than undertaking health checks on well children.

What is appropriate for the United Kingdom? Two working parties (BPA Working Party on Child Health Surveillance and the British Hypertension Society Working Party on Blood Pressure Measurement) are currently considering this matter but have not made their recommendations. Meanwhile it would seem reasonable for all sick children to have their blood pressure measured whenever there is an indication for a general medical examination. As far as screening for hypertension is concerned this has to be considered in relation to the likely prevalence of the disorder. It has been suggested that the prevalence of hypertension in school children is of the order of 1%\textsuperscript{16} but in only 10% of these children will the blood pressure be appreciably increased and require treatment. Most children with mild increases in blood pressure will turn out to have primary (essential) hypertension. The important 0-1% of children with more severe hypertension, usually secondary in origin, will have renal disease as the commonest cause. There are certainly advantages in detecting these severely hypertensive children but the cost-benefit ratio in identifying those with primary hypertension remains unclear.\textsuperscript{17} In the present state of knowledge it cannot be recommended that all children should have their blood pressures measured at school medical examinations. As it is not difficult to measure blood pressure, however, the Working Party of the British Hypertension Society concerned with blood pressure measurement in children are likely to suggest that individual authorities decide on a policy of screening in childhood, balancing cost against demands on limited resources and bearing in mind the facilities locally for investigation of children in whom apparent hypertension is identified. There are, however, certain children who ought to have regular blood pressure measurements undertaken including those in whom a high blood pressure has been previously detected; those with renal or cardiovascular disease; those with diabetes or neurofibromatosis, and those with a family history of hypertension.

Investigation and treatment

Justification for investigation according to the task force unusually emphasises the importance of a diastolic blood pressure of greater than the 95th percentile whereas on this side of the Atlantic most workers in the field would use the systolic value. The investigations recommended, should hypertension be detected, differ in a number of respects to those agreed on at the Second International Symposium on Hypertension in Children and Adolescents in Heidelberg in 1985\textsuperscript{18} with surprisingly no form of renal imaging, plasma renin or catecholamine measurements included in the initial screening procedures. These would certainly be part of the basic investigative protocol in the United Kingdom with more complex tests added subsequently if indicated.\textsuperscript{19}

The emphasis on non-pharmacological treatment where indicated is laudable but only appropriate, in isolation, for mild hypertension. This type of treatment surprisingly, seems to be recommended by the task force for any children with systolic or diastolic blood pressure, or both, greater than the 90th percentile. For more severe increases in blood pressure, a 'stepped care' approach for drug treatment is suggested, although the drug choices and dosages are different and, at times, modest compared with European experience.\textsuperscript{19} Intravenous labetolol and sublingual nifedipine for severe hypertension are conspicuous by their absence and there is inadequate guidance about inappropriate drugs in children and about side effects.

Task force and the United Kingdom

Although welcome, the Report of the Second Task Force on Blood Pressure Control in Children must be viewed circumspectly by paediatricians and those involved in the community child health services in the United Kingdom. In particular, the age specific percentile charts may not reflect blood pressure
norms for British children, quite apart from criticism of them in terms of relating blood pressure to age as opposed to height. There may be an argument, in view of the former, for utilising British age related systolic blood pressure charts for younger children, or, in view of the latter, for adopting the French charts, which are commonly used in Europe. The recommendations concerning screening are acceptable even though the reasoning behind such decisions in the United Kingdom may be rather different from that in the United States. Investigation and treatment proposals should be viewed in the context of current practice in Britain, which differs in a number of respects to the North American recommendations.
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